
his painting depicts the ancient fortress 
town of rovereto, formerly known as roveredo, nestled in 
the rugged and idyllic mountain landscape, and caught in the 
early evening light. the bright ice-capped mountains beyond 
lead us down into the darker valley below, the alps fortifying 

the valley and framing the composition. perched on the cliff, overhanging 
the little party of travellers on the track, is the picturesque castle. the 
original foundations seem to be from a roman tower, architecturally 
evolving over the centuries into a medieval turret, and this physical 
reference to antiquity thereby evokes an ancient landscape.

Roveredo is the most notable preparatory work for one of clarkson 
stanfield’s most famous paintings, The Battle of Roveredo 1796 (fig. 
1). the royal holloway college’s work depicts the napoleonic battle, 

when the french defeated the austrians, and was described by a 
contemporary viewer as ‘Mr stanfield’s crowning effort’.¹ the present 
work is painted form a slightly different viewpoint, and does not depict 
the battle. instead stanfield’s focus is on capturing the magnificence 
of the landscape. the idea of depicting the Battle of roveredo may 
have been in stanfield’s mind as early as 1832, when an engraving of 
roveredo was published in that year, in Heath’s Picturesque Annual after 
one of his drawings.² again, although the viewpoint is slightly different, 
the vantage point is essentially the same, and it is the staffage that 
differs. in addition to the present work there seem to have been at least 
thirteen other studies for The Battle of Rovererdo 1796, although many 
of these appear to have been simple sketches, and most are unrecorded 
since the nineteenth century.³

stanfield spent time travelling extensively throughout italy and was 
renowned for his paintings of various topographical scenes. Much of 
his work, such as Roveredo, was directly informed by his many travels 
abroad, since whilst travelling he would make an extensive number of 
sketches. he was meticulous in organising his sketches, keeping them 
numbered and ordered. Later he would refer to these sketches in his 
studio to produce oils and watercolours, but rarely did he paint them 
from life. his first tour was to italy in 1824 with fellow artist William 
Brockedon (1787-1854). in 1830, after several short trips to france, 
he embarked on a major trip to Venice, via germany, switzerland 
and austria. the next ten years included more trips to germany and 
italy. in 1843 he toured holland and in 1851, the date of the present 
painting, he toured france and spain with his wife, rebecca. he built 
up an extensive collection of sketches from these trips and would often 
take delight in using them to recount his journeys to visitors. 
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